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ured hydrogels with editable
macrostructure, function, and mechanical
properties induced by segmented adjustments†

Qinhua Wang,‡a Jing Yu,‡a Xingmei Lu,a Shilin Cao,a Lihui Chen,a Xiaofeng Pan,*b

Yonghao Ni*ac and Xiaojuan Ma *a

Currently, it is challenging to prepare uniform hollow-structured hydrogels with tailorable comprehensive

properties. Herein, making full use of the different gelation routes of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), we propose

a distinctive two-stage method for preparing hollow-structured hydrogels, which is to arrange the

microstructure of the hydrogel through segmented adjustment. The mechanical properties,

macrostructure, and functions of the obtained hollow hydrogel can be easily designed and edited.

Specifically, the mechanical properties of the hollow hydrogel can be improved from “soft” to “hard” by

changing the preparation conditions. In addition, hollow hydrogels with diverse macrostructures can also

be developed through different templates, such as tubes, gloves, and rings. More importantly, the hollow

hydrogels can be endowed with conductive, anti-drying, anti-freezing, and photothermal-converting

functions due to the great system compatibility of the gel precursor. Benefiting from the advantages of

the hollow hydrogel, the conductive gel ring-based bioelectrodes and sensors were developed.

Interestingly, the adaptive gel ring-based electronics can stably record the electrophysiological and strain

signals of the human body without the help of adhesive tape. This study opens more opportunities for

development and applications of other hydrogel-based hollow materials.
1. Introduction

3D hollow-structured hydrogels have gradually received wide-
spread attention from biology, chemistry, to the latest exible
electronics and interdisciplinary elds.1–3 In view of the high-
water content, adjustable strength and elasticity, tissue
compatibility, and designable functionality of the hydrogels, 3D
hollow hydrogels can be applied in tissue/cell scaffolds,
microuidic chips, and drug delivery carriers, as well as wear-
able electronics.4–8

The most commonly used preparation method for the
hollow structure of hydrogels is to convert the liquid precursor
to a solid hollow hydrogel. For example, the in situ polymeri-
zation of monomers is catalyzed by modifying the template
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surface to produce hollow hydrogel components/coatings.9,10

However, it is difficult to maintain the uniformity of the cross-
link density distribution in the radial direction of the hollow
hydrogel due to the limitation of the surface reaction. Similarly,
the thickened gel precursor can be coated on the surface of the
template and then assembled into a hollow hydrogel/coating.11

Unfortunately, the higher uidity of the thickening liquid
greatly limits the construction of a uniform and thick hollow gel
structure.12 In addition, the liquid–solid conversion method on
the template surface also needs to overcome the strong affinity
of the gel and the template, which causes the nal product to be
difficult to peel off.12,13 Currently, the precise construction of
a uniform hollow hydrogel can be assisted by 3D printing
technology.14 The rigid requirements of advanced equipment,
complex printing procedures, and precise raw material ratios
are oen disadvantageous for the simple and large-scale prep-
aration of hollow hydrogels.15

Moreover, the evolution from solid gel to hollow gel is also
regarded as an effective method to prepare the hollow structure
of hydrogel.16 The Cui group proposed to immerse the dynamic
hydrogel in an ionic solution to de-crosslink andmigrate part of
the polymer, thereby realizing the construction of hollow tubes
and spheres of hydrogel.17 The cavitation of the hydrogel
induced by the adjustment of microstructures brings a broader
idea to the casting of hollow hydrogels. Nevertheless, there are
still many uncontrollable factors in the above-mentioned
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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immersion/reaction process. The size of the gel cavity is not easy
to adjust, and the construction of additional functions to the
cavity gel will also be hindered.18 The plasticine can usually be
molded into different shapes at will. If there is a plasticine-like
hydrogel, coating it on the surface of the template will lead to
the construction of hollow hydrogels. For example, the PVA–
glycerol–borax hydrogel we previously reported can deform and
stretch at will like plasticine.19 However, this is far inferior to the
mechanical properties of the PVA hydrogel prepared by the
traditional freeze–thaw process or the binary solvent system.
Therefore, this type of hydrogels may inherit the weak strength
of the plasticine-like gel and cannot meet the subsequent use
requirements.19–22

Herein, the segmental adjustment of the microstructure of
the hydrogel by the combination of plasticizer and freeze–thaw
means enables the PVA–borax hydrogel to achieve plasticine-
like plasticity and rubber-like strength successively. This
method cleverly combines the soening effect of glycerin on the
PVA–borax hydrogel and the enhancement effect of the freeze–
thaw treatment on the PVA–glycerin–borax gel. This allows the
hydrogel to achieve initial deformation and subsequent
Fig. 1 (a–c) The segmental adjustment of the hydrogel microstructure
PVA–borax hydrogel to achieve plasticine-like plasticity and rubber-lik
stretching. (e) PVA–G hydrogel has great stretchability, editability, and mo
The plasticine-like PVA–G hydrogel is used as skin for coating on the su
removed.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
permanent solidication. With the help of templates, we care-
fully realized the preparation of editable hollow hydrogel
components for the rst time. The resultant hollow hydrogel
not only has adjustable mechanical properties and macro-
structures, but also has great degradability. In addition, the
wide compatibility of the gel precursor is conducive to the
hollow gel to achieve designable functionality, such as electrical
conductivity, anti-freeze, anti-dryness, and photothermal
conversion. Importantly, the conductive hydrogel ring was used
for the rst time as an adhesive-free and self-adaptable bio-
electrode and sensor for collecting physiological and motion
signals of the human body. This research not only provides
a feasible route for the construction of designable hollow gel,
but also proves the huge advantages of hollow gels in wearable
electronics.
2. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 exhibits in detail the design and preparation process of
the gel hollow structure. First, a borax cross-linked PVA hydro-
gel was prepared (Fig. 1a), which has so and easily fractured
by the combination of plasticizer and freeze–thaw means enables the
e strength successively. (d) PVA hydrogel is easily broken after slight
uldability. (f) PVA–G-FT hydrogel has great toughness and strength. (g)
rface of a template. (h) The hollow PVA–G-FT hydrogel with template

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26876–26882 | 26877
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mechanical properties (Fig. 1d). In order to improve the
stretchability and plasticity of the hydrogel, the plasticizer
glycerol was incorporated into the hydrogel system to obtain
a plasticine-like PVA–glycerol (PVA–G) hydrogel (Fig. 1b). The
addition of glycerol obviously enhances the stretchability and
re-moldability of the hydrogel. This is because glycerol can
improve the uidity of the PVA chains.23–25 In addition, the
strong hydrogen bond between glycerol and PVA also hinders
the formation of intra- and inter-chain hydrogen bonds of PVA,
thereby affecting the crosslinking and alignment of the poly-
mer.25 As presented in Fig. 1e, PVA–G hydrogel can be stretched
Fig. 2 (a) Typical tensile stress–strain curve, (b) Young's modulus, and
Typical compressive stress–strain curve and (e) compressive modulus f
variable frequency scanning of PVA–G hydrogel (typical shear thinning pr
G and (2) PVA–G-FT hydrogel tubes (with template). (h) Three-view draw
curve for PVA–G-FT hydrogel tube. (j and k) Elasticity, recoverability, anti-
elastic expansion of the PVA–G-FT hydrogel tube under 800 psi nitro
thickness of 1.5 mm and a same inner diameter of 5 mm.

26878 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26876–26882
and molded into lm, a ve-pointed star, heart, and even
noodle-like long strips. Consistent with the above assumption,
the plasticine-like PVA–G hydrogel can be easily coated on the
solid template without owing randomly (Fig. 1g). The low
adhesion of PVA–G hydrogel also reduces the difficulty of
peeling the gel from the template. Therefore, the construction
of PVA–G hydrogel is benecial to the rapid construction of the
hollow structure of the gel. Unfortunately, the plasticine-like
mechanical properties of PVA–G hydrogel also makes it diffi-
cult for hollow structure to maintain stability. Here, we inno-
vatively applied another hydrogel forming method of PVA to
(c) elongation at break for PVA, PVA–G, and PVA–G-FT hydrogels. (d)
or PVA, PVA–G, and PVA–G-FT hydrogels. (f) Variation of viscosity in
operties). (g) Optical micrograph of the interface of the hollow (1) PVA–
ing of PVA–G-FT hydrogel tube. Scale bar: 5 mm (i) tensile force–strain
compression of PVA–G-FT hydrogel tube. (l) Photographs showing low
gen flow. Note that all hydrogel tubes used for testing have a same

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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reinforce the hollow structure. Specically, the template coated
with the PVA–G hydrogel was subjected to freezing–thawing (FT)
processing to strengthen the PVA–G gel to obtain the PVA–G-FT
hydrogel (Fig. 1c, f, and h). The principle of reinforcement is
that the so PVA–G gel can be treated with FT to form a strong
physical crystalline area to increase its strength (Fig. S1†).20,26

Moreover, PVA–G-FT hydrogel has good degradability (Fig. S2†).
The mechanical properties of the hydrogel at different stages

are further determined. As depicted in Fig. 2a–e, glycerol greatly
improves the stretchability of the hydrogel, while also reducing
the hydrogel strength (including compressive and tensile
modulus). Therefore, the extremely so PVA–G hydrogel
(Young's modulus: �3 kPa) is very easy to deform and has great
re-moldability. At the same time, the super stretchability
(�1170%) of PVA–G hydrogel can help prevent the gel from
easily breaking during the expansion process. The change in
viscosity of PVA–G hydrogel with frequency also further proves
that it has good shear thinning properties (Fig. 2f).27

The FT process signicantly improves the strength of the
hydrogel (Young's modulus: �133 kPa), with only a small
decrease in the stretchability (�650%) of the gel. Therefore, the
strong PVA–G-FT hydrogel can realize the construction of stable
hollow structure. More importantly, the mechanical properties
Fig. 3 (a) Hydrogel tubes and (b) hydrogel rings with different inner dia
hydrogel tubes. (e) The actual application picture of the gel-based two
hydrogel skin. (g and h) Picture of the human hand with flexible hydroge

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
of the nal hydrogel can be adjusted by changing the PVA
contents (Fig. S3†) and freezing time (Fig. S4†) to meet the
needs of the hollow structure under specic conditions.
Beneting from tailoring the two-stage gel microstructure, the
hydrogel can be constructed to the appropriate hollow
structures.

Here, a strong hollow hydrogel tube was assembled using the
above method, and together with detailed mechanical proper-
ties, was characterized. As exhibited in Fig. 2g, the PVA–G-FT
hydrogel tube is obviously more compact and has a atter
section, which proves that it has a more stable structure. Fig. 2h
exhibits the free-standing and hollow tubular structure aer
removing the template. In Fig. 2i, the maximum elongation
(strain) of the gel tube is �600%, and the maximum strain load
of �20 N can be generated. The gel tube retracted to its original
shape aer being stretched violently, which also proved its good
resilience (Fig. 2j). The water tightness of the gel tube proved to
be excellent. In Fig. 2k, the gel tube lled with water was sealed
and then rolled with a 1 kg disc, without cracking or water
leakage. Therefore, the hydrogel tube has the potential as
a liquid transport tube in biological tissue engineering. In
addition, the compact structure of the gel also promotes its
great gas tightness, which can withstand at least 800 psi of air
meters. The (c) #-type and (d) three-way hydrogel molds and hollow
-liquid mixing pipes. (f) Picture of the prosthetic hand template with
l glove. (i) Picture of the hydrophilic hydrogel glove.

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26876–26882 | 26879
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pressure (Fig. 2l), so it can be used for gas transportation in the
human body or medical equipment. In short, the elasticity,
stretchability, strength, air tightness, and water tightness of the
gel tube assembled by the two-stage method are very good.

On the other hand, due to the great ductility and self-
healing of PVA–G gel, hollow tubes with inner diameters
ranging from 0.25 cm to 1 cm can be developed by combining
templates of different shapes (Fig. 3a). Of course, larger size
gel rings (d: 4–10 cm) can also be fabricated (Fig. 3b). Inter-
estingly, with different molds, complex hollow structures can
also be easily manufactured. Fig. 3c and d presents the #-tape
and the three-way hollow tube assembled by the hydrogel.
Among them, Fig. 3e also records the actual application
picture of the gel-based two-liquid mixing pipes. In addition,
we have also developed a complex hydrogel-based glove
(Fig. 3f–g) using prosthetic hand mold, which has proven to be
very exible and hydrophilic (Fig. 3h–i).28 In fact, the gel skin
on the surface of the template can not only be peeled off to
prepare a hollow tube, the gel skin can also not be peeled off to
improve the hydrophilicity, surface exibility, biocompati-
bility and other functionalities of the template substrate.29

This is another interesting application.
In addition to adjustable strength and macrostructure, the

hollow gel also has great system compatibility, so that the
Fig. 4 (a) Photographs of the PVA–G-FT hydrogel tubes with or withou
Weight changes of the PVA–G-FT hydrogel tubes with or without glycero
hydrogel tubes with or without glycerol replacement after storage for 24
without glycerol replacement from 20 �C to�48 �C. (e) The conductive P
up LED lights. (f) The conductivity of hydrogel tube with various CNTs.
thermal conversion. (h) The temperature of the hydrogel tube with PC or
time. (i) Infrared thermographs of PVA–G-FT hydrogel tube containing P

26880 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26876–26882
hollow gel tube can be given designable functionality by adding
nano additives or post-treatment. For example, the prepared
hydrogel tube is soaked in glycerol for solvent replacement, and
nally a gel tube with anti-drying and anti-freezing properties is
obtained (Fig. 4a–d). At the same time, glycerol soaking can
further improve its strength (Fig. S5†). This is benecial to
increase its service life and expand its applications. Similarly,
hydrophilic CNTs are incorporated into the gel precursor, and
nally a conductive composite tube can be assembled
(Fig. 4e and f). In addition, aer proanthocyanins (PC) are
incorporated, a composite tube with photothermal effect can be
nally obtained, which responds well to near-infrared light and
gradually convert it into heat (Fig. 4g and h).30 This process was
fully recorded by the near-infrared camera (Fig. 4i).

So far, it has been proven that the functionality, macro-
structure, and mechanical properties can be pre-designed/
adjusted. Based on the advantages of the hydrogel tube, we
rst developed a series of wearable electronic devices of the
hydrogel hollow structure. First, a hydrophilic CNT-doped
conductive hydrogel ring is manufactured, which inherits the
excellent tensile resilience of the gel ring and the excellent
conductivity of CNT (Fig. 5a and 4f). Next, the conductive gel
ring is used to monitor electrophysiological signals in the
human body, recording the movement discharge phenomenon
t glycerol replacement after storage for 46 h at 25 �C and 50 RH%. (b)
l replacement at 25 �C and 50 RH%. (c) Photographs of the PVA–G-FT
h at �30 �C. (d) DSC thermograms of the PVA–G-FT hydrogel with or
VA–G-FT hydrogel tube containing carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can light
(g) PVA–G-FT hydrogel tube containing PC with near-infrared photo-
without PC exposed to NIR irradiation (808 nm) for different periods of
C under NIR irradiation (808 nm).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 (a) Schematic illustration of stretchable conductive hydrogel ring. Scale bar: 5 cm. (b) ECG signal collected by hydrogel ring-based
bioelectrodes. (c) Schematic illustration of adaptive ring-based bioelectrodes to collect human ECG signals. (d) ECG signal collected by hydrogel
ring-based bioelectrodes. (e) Schematic illustration of tape-free conductive hydrogel ring-based pressure sensor. (f and g) Pressure signal
recorded by hydrogel ring-based pressure sensor. (h–j) Schematic illustration of tape-free hydrogel ring-based strain sensor to collect various
bending signals of finger.

Paper RSC Advances
(EMG signal) of the arm skin (Fig. 5b). The results are similar to
those from commercial Ag/AgCl electrodes.31 However,
commercial bioelectrodes are disposable, which is due to the
dramatic decrease in the adhesion of the electrolyte hydrogel
and structural damage aer repeated use.32 Interestingly, this
adaptive hydrogel ring-based bioelectrodes can be used for
a long time without the trouble of falling off. In addition, the
conductive hydrogel ring has also been proven to clearly record
the body's ECG signals (Fig. 5c and d). The elastic hydrogel ring-
based electronics have improved wearability, stability, and
service life.

Inspired by this, the conductive hydrogel ring is further used
as a tape-free wearable sensor. As shown in Fig. 5e and f, the gel
ring-based sensor can stably and quickly record external pres-
sure stimuli (Fig. 5g). At the same time, similar hydrogel nger
cots can also stably monitor the various bending signals of
a human nger (Fig. 5h and i). It is important that this gel
sensor has great application stability without the help of tape.
Of course, it will also not have the inconvenience of peeling and
residue like self-adhesive hydrogel sensors.33,34 Even aer the
wearer undergoes vigorous exercise, the hydrogel ring can still
t the human skin well and stably collect the strain signals of
the human body (Fig. 5j). In short, hydrogel ring-based
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
electronics will have obvious advantages over traditional self-
adhesive sensors or fabric sensors, which are manifested in
its better t, stability, and anti-interference.35
3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we developed a two-stage method for preparing
hollow-structured PVA-based hydrogels. Specically, the
mechanical properties of the hollow gels can be improved from
“so” to “hard”. In addition, hollow hydrogels with diverse
macrostructures can also be developed through different
templates. More importantly, the hollow hydrogel can be
endowed with various functions. Beneting from the advan-
tages of hollow hydrogel, the conductive hydrogel ring can
stably record the electrophysiological sand strain signals of the
human body without the help of adhesive tape. This study
opens more opportunities to the development and applications
of other hydrogel-based hollow materials.
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